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Residue packing in proteins: Uniform distribution
on a coarse-grained scale
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The high packing density of residues in proteins ought to be manifested in some order; to date this
packing order has not been thoroughly characterized. The packing regularity in proteins is important
because the internal organization of proteins can have a dominant effect on functional dynamics, and
it can aid in the design, simulation and evaluation of structures. Packing metrics could also inform
us about normal sequence variability, an issue that, with the accumulating genome data, becomes
increasingly important. Other studies, indicating a possible correlation between packing density,
sequence conservation, and folding nucleation@O. B. Ptitsyn, J. Mol. Biol.278, 655 ~1998!#, have
emphasized the importance of packing. Here, residue clusters from protein databank structures, each
comprised of a central residue and all neighbors located within the first coordination shell, have
been rigidly re-oriented and superimposed in a self-consistent optimization. About two-thirds
of residues are found to follow approximately the relative orientation preferences of
face-centered-cubic packing, when examined on a coarse-grained scale~one site per residue!, while
the remaining one-third occupy random positions. The observed regularity, which becomes more
pronounced after optimal superimposition of core residues, appears to be the result of uniform
sampling of the coordination space around each residue on a coarse-grained scale with hydrophobic
clustering and volume exclusion, to achieve packing densities close to that of the universal closest
packing of identical spheres. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1432502#
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I. INTRODUCTION: MACROMOLECULAR
CONFORMATIONS AND INTERNAL PACKING
IN PROTEINS

Many aspects of protein structures relate to inter
packing considerations, including the design, simulation
evaluation of structures,1 as well as sequence conservati
and even folding nucleation.2,3 Historically, there has been
strong focus on the conformations of protein backbon
however, because of competition between local and lo
range interactions, it is not clear where the greatest regula
should appear. The regularity observed here is found in
orientation anglesamong close residues, irrespective of th
sequential separation. The distances between residues
pend on the specific amino acid pairs involved because
their different sizes. The angular positions could also b
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somewhat residue-specific, because of the differentshapesof
amino acid side chains. The present study sheds light on
amino acids of different sizes and shapes are compatible
dense, regular packing, when observed on a coarse-gra
scale.

Backbone conformational isomers in small molecu
and polymers are also regular insofar as only small range
torsion angles are allowed; the bond lengths, however,
pend on the specific types of bonded atoms. The best-kn
rotational isomers are thetrans, gauche1, and gauche2

states of hydrocarbons.3–6 A similar type of conformational
regularity is observed in the side chains of proteins.7,8 Side
chains can be disordered in protein crystals, but are usu
constrained to sample only among the different rotatio
isomers. Distributions over the protein backbone tors
angles exhibit a greater breadth,9 reflecting distortions aris-
ing from the competition among preferred regularities in t
backbone conformation, hydrogen bonding, and the n
bonded or packing interactions. Evena-helices and
b-strands can be viewed as selected rotational states ca
by the drive to achieve high packing densities or optim

i-
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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nonbonded interactions,10 i.e., a structural manifestation o
the hydrophobic effect. Recent studies suggest that pro
a-helices or DNA double helices are simply optimal shap
achieving the highest packing densities locally.11,12 In addi-
tion to the many other proposed reasons for amino acid
be selected to make so many of the functional molecule
biology, one can even wonder if the peptide backbone m
have been evolutionarily selected for its unusual malleab
to meet, on a local basis, these global packing restraints
will show that the local orientations of consecutive residu
along the sequence do conform to the regular packing ge
etry preferred by nonbonded neighbors, which in turn clos
matches the universal~closest packing! of identical spheres
The observed regularity in the occurrences of similar coo
nation angles, on the other hand, is the result of an opti
discretization of the coordination space around a central r
due, because the coordination space isuniformlysampled by
near neighbors when observed on a coarse-grained sca

II. DIFFERENT VIEWS FOR RESIDUE COORDINATION
IN PROTEINS

Several previous studies have attempted to characte
the coordination geometry of side chains.13–15 However,
atomic details can obscure the search for regularity, wh
may only be observable with a coarse-grained view, suc
is frequently utilized for general descriptions of protein a
chitecture. Coarse-grained views of protein packing h
ranged from the extreme regularity typical of the clos
packed ~face-centered-cubic; fcc; Fig. 1, upper diagram!
lattice,16 or the perfect complementarity resembling a jigs
puzzle,17 to a completely random arrangement devoid
complementarity and directionality similar to the arrang
ment of nuts and bolts in a jar.18 We find that, for coarse-

FIG. 1. Densest packing of identical spheres~top! in face centered cubic
~fcc! geometry, shown on the right and the relative neighbor directions
the left side. The central sphere has six neighbors in the central plane,
above and three below. The positions of the upper spheres are stag
with respect to the positions of the lower ones. Observed residue packi
proteins~bottom! for residue clusters, with directions shown on the left a
sphere packing on the right. The protein packing directions closely m
the sphere packing directions shown at the top.
Downloaded 08 Jul 2003 to 136.142.92.33. Redistribution subject to AI
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grained descriptions of proteins, in which a single interact
site represents each residue, taken here as theCb atoms, a
latticelike model is approximated, rather than either the j
saw puzzle or the nuts-and-bolts model.

The commonly observed insensitivity of structures
single site mutations19,20 has been attributed to a ductile re
association of sidechains.21 This ductility could originate ei-
ther in disordered packing, as with the nuts-and-bolts mo
or more likely in the preferential but sequence-independ
packing characteristic of protein interiors, where each s
can readily accommodate some range of residue subs
tions. Our aim is to search for the occurrence of a regula
or internal order in folded proteins, other than those obser
at the level of secondary structures. Tertiary structures
be observed here from a different perspective, in the abse
of a model and observation frame that depend on the ato
details and geometric characteristic of the particular am
acids.

Lattice models have been widely exploited in theoreti
and computational studies of protein structures on a coa
grained scale, and among other representations, the f
centered-cubic~fcc! lattice has proven to be particularly us
ful in early threading studies.22 In other studies, we and
others have demonstrated that the fcc packing isnot the only
possible architecture with which one can fit well the coor
nation geometry of residues, but simplyone of many pos-
sible descriptions.23,24 These results were obtained using
constrained fit method.24 There, database-extracte
clusters—consisting of a central residue and them surround-
ing residues located in the first coordination shell—we
constrained by suitable rigid-body rotations to occupy an
lar positions as close as possible to the coordination di
tions of different target lattices. As expected, the quality
the match improves with the coordination number of the t
get lattice.23,24 However, the more important basic questio
is instead, what is the actual geometry in protein structur

III. METHOD

Here we use two different approaches to determine w
are the real geometries. In the first method, shortly refer
to as optimal superimposition, a Monte Carlo algorithm is
utilized for superimposing residue clusters collected fro
known protein structures. We consider a statistical ensem
of proteins, mainly a representative set of nonhomolog
structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank~PDB!.25 A
residue cluster is composed of a central residue, and the
of all neighboring residues located within a first coordinati
shell. A radius of 6.8 Å is used for defining the first coord
nation volume, based on our earlier statistical analyses
database structures.26–28

The database-extracted clusters are represented, eac
a bundle of unit directional vectors that originate at the c
tral residue and point to the coordinating residues. The nu
ber of directional vectors in a given bundle is equal to t
coordination number of the central residue. It varies in
range 3<m<14, depending on the location~surface or core!
of the central residue. The individual bundles are then o
mally superimposed onto each other by an iterative Mo
Carlo scheme, in which a randomly selected bundle is s
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jected to an incremental rigid-body rotation, while all othe
are held constant. The root-mean-square deviation betw
the tips of the matching~closest! pairs of directional pairs,
averaged over all pairs, is used as a criterion for acceptin
rejecting each move.24 Calculations show that the resul
converge after 106 moves, and results are reproducible wh
1000 sets of bundles are independently analyzed. This s
large enough to ensure statistical convergence—as ver
by repeating the calculations with different sets of cluste
and performing longer simulations—and yet small enough
be optimally superimposed within feasible computatio
time. The computational time for optimally superimposi
1000 bundles is about 50 h using an SGI O2 R5000 wo
station.

The second approach is based on Voronoi tessella
~VT! methods that have been widely used for examin
protein packing, volumes and surface area17,29–38 starting
from the original studies of Richards30 and Finney.31 An ad-
vantage of the VT methods, and the Delaunay tessellat
that essentially contain the same information,39 is that the
coordination range need not be defined prior to calculatio
Thus, biases that arise from the adoption of a fixed coo
nation volume around a given residue are avoided in
second approach. A major difficulty in this approach is,
the other hand, the assignment of the Voronoi polyhedra
surface residues, which may necessitate including or mo
ing solvent molecules. In the application of VT to single-si
per-residue models of proteins,37,39 the space is divided into
polyhedra enclosing the individual residues; the bisec
planes perpendicular to inter-residue vectors define the f
of the Voronoı¨ polyhedra, and the intersections of the
planes form the edges. In this method, surface-exposed p
hedra can extend to infinity or be very elongated due to
lack of neighbors. Such complications are avoided by d
carding the Delaunay tetrahedra whose circumscribed sp
radius exceeds the cutoff distance of 10 Å.37,39Thus a cutoff
distance is adopted in thesemodifiedVT methods used in
combination with Delaunay tetrahedra.

IV. RESULTS

About two-thirds of coordinating residues are superi
posable along seven preferred directions.

The optimal superimposition of clusters leads to a re
tively diffuse distribution of coordination angles.40 Figure
2~A! displays the results for the superposition of 10
bundles of directional unit vectors extracted from the PD
The surface and the projected contour map on the lo
plane represent the probability distribution of the orientatio
assumed by the directional vectors of the optimally super
posed bundles, expressed in terms of the polar~u! and azi-
muthal ~f! angles with respect to a fixed frame. Parts~A!
and~B! refer to the clusters including and excluding the fi
~bonded! neighbors along the chain sequences, respectiv
Seven peaks are distinguishable in both cases. Except fo
weakest, each peak exhibits occupancy near 10%, base
the fraction of residues located within 20° of solid ang
about each directional vector. The sum of these seven p
abilities is 0.63, so approximately two-thirds of residues
found to occupy these coordination states, and the remai
Downloaded 08 Jul 2003 to 136.142.92.33. Redistribution subject to AI
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one-third occupies other positions in space. For rand
packing, the probability of occupancy of a coordination st
defined by angular deviations up to 20° around a given c
tral direction would be*0

p/9 cosu du/*0
p cosu du50.03; so

the total probability of occupancy of seven such states
comes 0.21. This indicates that the preferred packing ar
tecture is favored by a factor of three~0.63:0.21!, over ran-
dom packing.

Preferred directions are identical for bonded and no
bonded neighbors.

One could attribute the observed selection of particu
coordination sites to the angular regularities imposed by
backbone. Calculations repeated for nonbonded neigh
alone show that this is not the case; an almost identical
tribution is obtained@Fig. 2~B!#. This result corroborates pre

FIG. 2. Distribution of coordination angles~u: polar;f: azimuthal! obtained
from optimal superimposition of clusters comprised of closely interact
residues including~A! all neighbors, and~B! nonbonded neighbors only
around a central residue. An optimization algorithm coupled with Mo
Carlo iterations, executed up to 33106 steps is adopted to achieve optim
superpositions. At each step, a randomly chosen cluster is rotated rand
and the mean deviation from all other clusters is computed. If the m
deviation decreases with respect to the original state, the new rotatio
accepted and vice versa. The mean deviation is the average distance be
the tips of the closest unit vectors, evaluated for all pairs of directio
vectors for all 106 pairs of clusters. Comparison of parts~A! and ~B! dem-
onstrates that the distribution is almost unaffected by including or exclud
bonded neighbors. Comparison with Fig. 1 shows that significantly fe
coordination angles are included. Yet, the occupied sites are closely
tered, similarly to the dense packing in regular lattices, while about o
third of the coordination space is either unoccupied or sparsely popula
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Most probable coordination states observed upon optimal superimposition of residue clusters for proteins~Ref. 2!.

Coordination
number

Coordination states~°!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Ptot†

Surface u 40 45 95 90 0.40
3<m<4 u 30 170 50 110 ~3.3!

All u 40 35 45 95 105 55 90* 120 0.63
~3<m<14! f 10 200 285 350 50 115 180* 115 ~3.0!

Core u 45 45 45 95 105 60 100 85 105 140 0.65
m<10 f 40 180 280 360 60 100 140 240 300 220 ~2.2!

m>12 u 45 25 50 70 100 75 80 75 105 140 145 130 0.76
f 60 170 280 340 40 120 160 220 260 200 330 120 ~2.1!

fcc lattice u 35 35 35 90 90 90 90 90 90 145 145 145 ¯

f 30 150 270 360 60 120 180 240 300 210 330 90

*For subset of specific aminoacids.
†
Total probability for the full set of coordination states. Parenthetical numbers are the enhancements over random occupancies.
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vious analyses suggesting that bonded and nonbonded n
bors need not be distinguished in order to descr
satisfactorily inter-residue contact topology, and that they
hibit a similar extent of order. Furthermore, it suggests so
of the reason for the success of dynamic models of prote
where interactions between sequentially bonded residues
treated the same way as interactions between close no
quential residues.41

The preferred directions cluster together leaving a fra
tion of the coordination space unoccupied, except for
core residues.

An interesting observation is that the most probable
ordination sites are confined to a small subspace of the
ordination space. As pointed out above, the fraction of re
dues that occupy this subspace is about two-thirds~or 0.63
when counting coordinating residues located within 20°;
Table I!. The remaining one-third could refer to residues th
are more loosely or randomly packed, probably being
posed to solvent. To understand the origin of this biased
tribution of coordination sites, subsets of clusters compo
of m510 or more residues have been considered. These
‘‘core’’ residues, based on observed coordination number
folded structures25 ~Bermanet al., 2001!. The optimal super-
imposition of this subset of ‘‘dense’’ clusters yields the tw
‘‘global’’ views of the angular distribution displayed in Fig
3, parts~A! and ~B!. The figures display the most probab
angular positions visited by the first neighbors around a
erence residue located at the center of the coordina
sphere. This distribution indicates that complete coverag
the coordination space is approached when the coordina
geometry of core residues is considered. The ten m
heavily populated sites, shown as dark patches on the sp
surface, correspond to the orientations listed in Table I
m>10.42,43

The fraction of residues occupying the most probable
coordination sites of core residues displayed in Figs. 3~A!
and 3~B! is counted to be 0.65, allowing for 200 deviations
about central directions. For a random arrangement of c
dinating residues, the expected probability would be 0.30
the ten regions. The observed probability indicates enha
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ment above random by a factor greater than two~0.65:0.30!.
We note that core residues cannot select their preferred
ordination states as efficiently as other residues, due to m
severe constraints.

Core residues’ packing approximates the fcc geome
on a coarse-grained scale.

The azimuthal angle differences between the six nei
boring sites 4–9 in Fig. 3~B! ~see also Table I! are approxi-
mately 60°. An approximately hexagonal arrangement
consistent with Df560° reported in our previous
examination21,44 of triplets of sidechains. These six sites c
be viewed as comprising the middle layer in a closely pac
arrangement~Fig. 1!. Out of the remaining four sites, three
labeled 1–3, lie in the upper hemisphere (u545°) and are

FIG. 3. Coordination sites obtained by repeating the optimal superimp
tion of three different subsets of clusters: Parts~A! and~B! refer to clusters
composed ofm510 or more neighbors. The darkest patches indicate
most densely populated orientations; lighter patches are relatively less
quently occupied orientations.~C! and ~D! display the results for all ob-
served coordination numbers (3<m<14). These are identical to thos
shown in Fig. 2, except for the rigid-body rotation of the coordination spa
so as to facilitate the comparison with the other clusters.~E! and ~F! show
the results for the subset of clusters comprised of four or fewer neighb
Essentially, the same sites are occupied in all cases, which could be as
ated with a partially filled, distorted fcc geometry. See Table I for ident
cation of the labeled sites. All orientations are identified by the index nu
bers at the top of Table I.
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separated by 120620°. Interestingly, so far this arrangeme
closely approximates either hcp or fcc geometry. Finally,
last residue occupies a staggered position in the lower la
thus conforming only to the fcc packing geometry. Hen
overall, the optimal geometry in the core closely resemb
fcc packing with two empty sites. We term thisan incom-
plete, distorted fcc packing.

Additional calculations performed with even higher de
sity clusters (m>12) showed that the remaining two uno
cupied sites are also filled in these most densely packed
gions. See the results form>12 in Table I.

Increase in local packing density conforms to a gradu
filling of fcc geometry directions.

As a further validation of the above-mentioned distorte
incomplete fcc geometry, we tested whether the seven o
mal coordination directions found for all residues~Fig. 2!
conform to the directional vectors of the core packing arc
tecture. The coordination angles displayed in Fig. 2 refe
an arbitrary reference frame. The reference frame can ins
be chosen so that the mean coordination directions of
superimposed bundles are oriented~insofar as possible!
along those of the fcc lattice. The optimum rigid-body ro
tion of the complete set of superimposed bundles yields
coordination angles displayed in Figs. 3~C! and 3~D!, which
confirms our hypothesis of incomplete fcc coordination t
is gradually filled as the local packing density increases. T
sets of coordination directions, corresponding to ‘‘all’’ (
<m<14) and ‘‘core’’ (m>10) residues, exhibit angular de
viations between them below 30°. And finally, when cas
having fewer neighbors (m<4) alone are considered~mostly
surface residues!, we find four of these same sites to be o
cupied, approximately@Figs. 3~E! and 3~F!#. Table I summa-
rizes the optimal coordination angles obtained for the vari
cases, along with the fraction of residues located in th
sites~last column!.

We conclude that the optimal internal angular archit
ture inside proteins can be well represented by fcc pack
the main difference being that not all sites are occupied,
some slight distortions in directional vectors are observ
This behavior emerged upon confinement to the subset
densely packed (m>10) clusters on a coarse-grained sca
It was essential to consider all neighbors within a first co
dination shell, irrespective of their radial distance, and fo
on their angular positions alone. Our analysis verifies that
same regular geometry holds even for surface resid
though more coordination sites are empty. It is interest
that coarse-grained models of polymers also have b
shown to conform to the fcc lattice.45,46

Does internal packing in proteins follow the univers
closest packing of identical spheres?

The fcc packing of spheres, although widely accepted
be the closest packing geometry for identical spheres,
only recently been rigorously proven.47,48 The fact that pro-
tein interiors exhibit a tendency to assume this regular pa
ing pattern—closely consistent with the observation30,32 of
packing densities of the order of 0.74—suggests that
same tendency is valid for protein interiors, when resid
are examined at a coarse-grained scale. This type of non
Downloaded 08 Jul 2003 to 136.142.92.33. Redistribution subject to AI
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cific organization may be a manifestation of the hydropho
drive to maximize the packing density.

It is worth pointing out that packing densities slight
higher than the fcc value have been reported for the inte
of proteins,33 with the likely explanation being that amin
acids are not spheres, but have asymmetric shapes and
nal degrees of freedom. Consequently, they can be reo
nized or reconfigured to maximize the efficiency of packin
for example, to fill interstices, as in the jigsaw model. Si
and shape differences, as in the nuts-and-bolts model, c
also improve the efficiency of packing. These models co
perhaps be reconciled with our observed regularities or u
formities provided that there are size and shape compe
tions in a given cluster, which become less discernible o
coarse-grained scale.

Delaunay tessellations yield comparable packing geo
etries if their coordination numbers are confined to range.

In the above calculations, we considered the neighb
located within a cutoff distance rc56.8 Å from each central
residue. This distance is indicated by extensive examinat
of database structures to be the range of the first coordina
shell around amino acids, in the presently adopted one-s
per-residue representation of folded proteins. One mi
wonder if the same results could be reproduced by ot
approaches of condensed matter physics, such as Vor
tessellations~VT!, in which the coordination range need n
be defined prior to calculations.

In their modified VT method used in conjunction wit
Delaunay tetrahedra, Soyeret al.37 found that the mean num
ber of faces per Voronoı¨ polyhedron iŝ f&513.97 when each
amino acid is represented by its geometric center, and
the mean number of edges per face is 5.14. This mean c
dination number is higher than that observed in our analy
of clusters suggesting that a broader interaction distanc
implicitly considered in the VT method. The reported37 mean
inter-residue distance~6.6 Å! is indeed comparable to th
uppermost inter-residue distance~6.8 Å! included in the
above-mentioned analysis.

For closer comparison with the optimal superimpositi
results, we use thedelaunay3.mfunction of the Matlab 6.0
package to construct the Delaunay tetrahedra whose ver
coincide with the Cb atoms, with the centers of the spher
circumscribed by these tetrahedra defining the vertices of
VT cells. This method, applied to;1200 clusters from the
PDB yields significantly higher coordination numbers
<m<21) than those (3<m<14) found with the cutoff dis-
tance of 6.8 Å. The mean coordination number is found to
13.81, in close agreement with those of Soyeret al.37 The
mean inter-residue distance is 7.44 Å, this slightly high
value being attributed to the fact that we include all tetra
dra in our case, i.e., no upper cutoff value has been ado
for eliminating surface clusters with highly asymmetr
shapes.

Next, we focus on the most probable coordination ang
for VT cells. Given the high computational cost for the o
timal superimposition of high coordination clusters, we foc
on a subset of;500 residue clusters, taken from the ace
cholinesterase structure.49 The mean coordination number
14.22 for this subset, and the mean inter-residue distanc
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7.96 Å, slightly larger presumably due to the presence o
central cavity in the investigated protein. The results
summarized in Fig. 4. Parts~A!–~C! display the orientations
of the clusters originally found Table I for the three cases
surface (m<4), all (3<m<14), and core (m>12) resi-
dues, in whichm54, 7 and 12 preferred directions could b
discerned. The results for three comparable subsets obta
from Delaunay tessellation are displayed in parts~D!–~F!.
These are more heavily populated, in general. A comm
feature of the results in part~A!–~C! is that a substantia
portion of the coordination space is unoccupied in the cas
residues having low coordination numbers, and that this s
space is gradually filled as the number of neighbors
creases. A careful examination also suggests that compa
orientations of coordination are selected in both sets, but
larger numbers of coordination vectors in the clusters~D!–
~F! obscure this comparison. For a more transparent c
parison, the clusters derived from Delaunay tetrahedra
mapped into simpler renditions~G!–~I!, in which the suffi-
ciently close and weakly populated sites are merged toge
in conformity with their statistical weights. This may b
viewed as a coarse-grained renormalization, or smooth
out of the original distribution, to obtain fewer, but mo
probable, coordination directions. The mean angular de
tion between the superimposed pairs of directional vec
turns out to be 6° for the panels~A! and ~G! after this op-

FIG. 4. Comparison of the coordination directions of residue clusters
tained with optimal superimposition@~A!, ~B!, and ~C!#, Delaunay tessela-
tion @~D!, ~E!, and ~F!#, and coarse-graining of the Delaunay results@~G!,
~H!, and ~I!#. Panels~A!, ~B!, and ~C! show the results for representativ
surface (m54), intermediate (m57), and core (m512) clusters, using the
orientations given in Table I. Panels~D!, ~E!, and~F! refer to their counter-
parts in the Delaunay tessellation method, i.e.,m510, 14, and 19, respec
tively. Panels~G!, ~H!, and~I! show the results after merging the coordin
tion sites in~D!, ~E!, and~F! according to their probabilistic weights so as
match the coordination numbers of the clusters displayed in~A!, ~B!, and
~C!. There, a fairly close correspondence is seen between the first and
rows.
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eration, 17° for the pairs of panels~B!–~H!, and again 17°
for the panels~C!–~I!. This correspondence between the tw
sets demonstrates that the more detailed results from the
sellation method are compatible with those from the form
analysis, provided that the distribution of coordination si
is viewed at a coarse-grained scale.

Is the apparent fit to fcc geometry simply the best d
crete representation of random packing?

It is worth emphasizing that in the former optimal supe
imposition calculations about one-third of residues did n
conform toregular packing geometry, but were diffusely, o
randomly distributed in space. In a recent study of the dis
butions of free volumes in proteins using the Delaunay
angulation method, the free volume distributions in fold
proteins are found to be liquidlike, or similar to glassy m
terials, although the packing densities are comparable
those of crystalline solids.50 The interiors of proteins are con
cluded to be more like randomly packed spheres near t
percolation threshold than like jigsaw puzzles. The coordi
tion number of;14 and the five-fold symmetry observed b
Soyer et al.37 were also shown to closely conform to th
randompackings of hard spheres. A tendency to pack as
an ideal icosahedral structure with dodecahedral cells
pointed out by Soyeret al. for the residues that are buried i
the bulk of the protein,37 which could be correlated with the
present observations, given that the dodecahedral cells
12 vertices and ensure the closest packing on a local sc

These observations lead us to consider more critic
the origin of the observed regularities. Although the fcc-li
coordination angles are enhanced by a factor of more t
two over the random distributions, the aggregation of dir
tional vectors along well-defined orientations could simp
originate in well-packed bundles, rather than an actual p
ferred packing geometry.

In order to test this possibility we performed the follow
ing calculations: We consider four cells in a square latt
and assume that there is one neighbor in each of these
cells. The four coordination directions are thus selected s
that each of the four neighboring cells are equally populat
This corresponds to the uniform case~see the following!. For
the random case, the four directions are randomly selecte
space; they are not forced to point to different compartme
So, two cases are compared:~i! uniform ~angular! distribu-
tion of coordinating residues in the neighborhood of a cen
residue so as to fill completely the space with an appro
mately constant density, and~ii ! randomdistribution of co-
ordinating residues. In the former case, the four directio
vectors around the central site are assumed to occupy dis
quadrants~or lattice cells! in a 2-d space. This constrain
may be viewed as a regularity imposed by an excluded v
ume effect. In the second case, no such restrictions appl
both cases, the distribution of the coordination anglesa is
uniform, as shown in part~a! of Fig. 5, regardless of the
presence or absence of volume exclusion. We generate 2
bundles of four directional vectors, for each case, and th
bundles are rigidly rotated so as to optimally superimpo
their directional vectors. The resulting distributions of coo
dination angles for cases~i! and ~ii ! are displayed in the
respective parts~b! and ~c! of Fig. 5. The rms deviation
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between the clusters after 400 000 MC steps decreases
0.48 to 0.28 for part~b! and decreases from 0.83 to 0.52 f
part ~c!, for directional vectors of unit magnitude.

Although the original distribution of coordination angle
is uniform, after optimal superimposition, the case with t
excluded volume constraint leads to four discrete positi
conforming to square lattice geometry, while we end up w
a Gaussian distribution in the absence of any competition
space.

These results suggest that the observed preferenc
protein residues for fcc directions can likewise be a con
quence of tight packing and excluded volume within t
bundles in which the directional vectors have no actual
directional preferences apart fromuniformly sampling ~or

FIG. 5. Results from calculations performed for clusters of four directio
vectors on a square lattice. Part~a! displays the original, uniform distribu-
tion of coordination directions, expressed in terms of the coordination an
a, with respect to a fixed frame. Parts~b! and~c! display the same distribu-
tion obtained after superimposition of 1,000 bundles of four directional v
tors. The directional vectors are constrained to occupy distinct quadran~a
simple volume exclusion! in part ~b!, and are randomly oriented~no volume
exclusion! in ~c!, which shows that the optimal superimposition of coord
nation sites that are uniformly sampling the coordination sites leads to
discrete, regular directions, whereas in the absence of a restriction to s
uniformly, or in the absence of competition for space~or excluded volume!,
superimposition results in a Gaussian distribution.
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parsing! the coordination space in the neighborhood of t
central residue. In the other case of a totallyrandomdistri-
bution of coordination angles, without excluded volume
diffuse probability surface with a single peak is found~not
shown! after optimally superimposing 1000 such bundles
coordination numberf 512, as opposed to the surface wi
12 peaks presently obtained for core residues.

V. SUMMARY

Just as semi-empirical potentials have a term include
reflect rotational isomers@typically cos(nf)#, empirical pro-
tein contact potentials could be constructed in a similar w
to include the presently shown angular coordination with
packing geometry. By combining these with distance inf
mation, a generalized term can be obtained which will fo
collapse and compaction of the protein. Use of this distor
fcc lattice for simulations will require treatment of variab
separations, reflecting the variable sizes and flexibilities
residues. Future extensions of these studies will likely o
insights into understanding sequence variability.

Notably the present considerations differ from the ch
acterizations of atomic packing, which depend much m
on the details of the structures and interatom
interactions.34,50,51In general, regularities in molecular mate
rials appear to be manifested in orientations, not in dista
distributions, i.e., bond lengths and packing distances m
vary, but bond torsion angles are regular, and as shown h
the distribution of the coordination angles of residues can
discretized as sites conforming with the universal clos
packing of identical spheres. A notable feature is that e
regions with lower packing density choose among the sa
discrete sites, as if they are disposed to fill only the unoc
pied sites if needed.

In conclusion, the present study provides evidence
the following generic properties of packing in proteins:

~i! For coarse-grained protein structures at the level
one point per residue, where only the space of the protei
considered, there is a relatively constant, or uniform, den
of residues. Residues near the surface have a lower de
only if the solvent-filled space immediately exterior we
included. The high and fairly uniform packing densi
throughout the protein interior conforms closely to the co
clusion reached in a recent analysis of 30 000 crystal st
tures on the atomic scale.29

~ii ! In the case of the most densely packed interior
gions, fcc packing emerges as theoptimal solution for dis-
cretization of the uniform packing geometry. Thus, the vie
of universal closest packing of spheres is valid for the co
of proteins. Small distortions from perfect fcc geometry a
observed, presumably imparted by size and shape differe
among different types of amino acids. Yet, these pertur
tions are not strong enough to obscure the fact that the c
dination directions tend to conform to the discrete sites on
‘‘imperfect’’ fcc lattice ~Fig. 1, lower diagrams!, these sites
being gradually filled, as more neighbors pack together.

~iii ! The coarse graining at this level of one point p
residue can be inferred to correspond to a homopolym
chain where all residues are equivalent in their packing
havior, and pack approximately as spheres do. Filling d
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crete positions is likely a result of the hydrophobic effect th
favors close packing among available residues even wh
coordination shell is not fully populated, rather than the
ternative of being dispersed more uniformly, but at low
density.
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